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How do application modules handle business components transactions? 

A. They provide a separate database transactions for each entity object.  
B. The delegate transaction management to Transaction object. 
C. They ensure that all the view objects in the application module are committed one 
by one in the logical sequence. 
D. They are eligible to manage a number of database connections concurrently. 

Answer: A 

Reference: 
http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B25016_08/doc/dl/web/B14362_02/chapter_bc4j 
.ht m#i1024782(topic 3.7.2) 

QUESTION: 77 
You want to display a calculation of the total compensation for an employee. The 
total compensation is the salary plus the salary multiplied by any commission 
percentage. The salary and commission percentage are stored in the database, but the 
total compensation is not. A transient attribute has been defined in the employee 
entity object to display the total compensation. What would be the transient attribute's 
value if it was written in Groovy? 

A. (Salary!=null ? Salary: 0) + (Salary* (CommissionPct ! =null : CommissionPct ? 
0)) 
B. (Salary! =null ? Salary : 0) +- (Salary* (CommissionPct:) ) 
C. (Salary! =null : Salary*? 0) + (Salary* (CommissionPct !=null ? CommissionPct : 
0) ) 
D. (Saiary!=null ? Salary: 0) +(Salary* (CommissionPct ==null ? CommissionPct : 0) 
) 
E. (Salary !=null 7 Salary: 0) + (Salary* (CommissionPct !=null ? CommissionPct ; 
0)) 

Answer: A 

Reference: 
http://st-
curriculum.oracle.com/obe/jdev/obe11jdev/ps1/adfbc_new_features/adfbc.html(topic: 
creating calculated attributes; second point) 

QUESTION: 78 
For a newly added item, you want to ensure that unit price for that order item is not 
less than the minimum price as defined in the ProductInformation entity object. You 
must also ensure that the validation checks for any changes to the ProductInformation 
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entity object that are not yet committed in the current transaction. Which ADF 
Business Component declarative validation on the UnitPrice attribute would achieve 
this functionality? 

A. a list validation where unitprice is in the query result: SELECT min_price 
fromProduct_information 
B. a list validation where unitprice is in ProductInformationViewObject (MinPrice) 
C. a compare validation where unitprice product_information is greater than the query 
result SELECT min_price 
D. a compare validation where unitprice ProductInformation.MinPrice is greater than 
the expression 
E. a key exits validation with target entity object ProductInformation .MinPric 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 79 
You have a page containing all the Department items. It also includes a button to save 
the changes. What is the correct expression language value you should have for the 
Action Listener Property? 

A. #{!bindings.Commit.execute) 
B. # {bindings. Commit.current Row} 
C. #{bindings.Commit.execute} 
D. #{bindings- Save.execute} 
E. # {bindings. Comnit. immediate} 

Answer: C 

Reference: 
http://books.google.com.pk/books?id=TyLqw6i6BtYC&pg=PA432&lpg=PA432&dq
 
=acti 

on+listener+property+%23%7Bbindings.Commit.execute%7D&source=bl&ots=PED
 
tbG-

uOm&sig=k38P4oDp1oiQzDYKFlF7nczAE1A&hl=en&ei=GmjBTtn5GsPKsgaCw8
 
CeAw&sa=X&oi 

=book_result&ct=result&resnum=5&ved=0CDgQ6AEwBA#v=onepage&q&f=false 


QUESTION: 80 

Consider the business components entity objects included in the following diagram:
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How would you create view objects to retrieve all information on Jobs and 
Employees in one table? 

A. Create a read-only view object based on the query SELECT Employees. FIRST 
NAME, Enployees . LAST__NAME, Jobs, JOB_TITLE from EMPLOYEES 
Employees, JOBS Jobs WHERE Employees. JOB_ID=Jobs. JOB_ID. 
B. Create a view object based on the Employees and Jobs entity objects and define 
the join type and association used to reference the Jobs entity. 
C. Create a default view object based on the Employees entity object and a default 
view object based on the Jobs entity object, and create a view link between the two 
view objects. 
D. Create a view object based on the query FIRST NAME, Employees . 
LAST__NAME, Jobs, JOB_TITLE from EMPLOYEES Employees, JOBS Jobs 
WHERE Employees. JOB_ID=Jobs. JOB_Title. 
E. Create a default view object based on the Employees entity object and a default 
based on the 
Jobs entity object. In the Employees view object, create a view references the Jobs 
view object. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 81 
When a page is rendered, the binding filter asks the binding context to load the file 
containing parameters, executables, and bindings. Name this file. 

A. DataBinding.cpx 
B. bc4j.xcfg 
C. adfm.xml 
D. .jspx 

Answer: C 

Explanation: 
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http://adfhowto.blogspot.com/2011/04/adf-metadata-files.html(ordered list #5) 


QUESTION: 82 

Which three AM laces components fire a selectionEvent?
 

A. inputListOfValues 
B. tree 
C. All input and select components 
D. inputComboboxListOfValues 
E. treeTable 
F. table 
G. All command components  

Answer: B, D, E 

QUESTION: 83 
An application has an address form that allows internal users to enter shipping 
addresses for provisioning, as well as allows external users to enter billing address for 
placing orders. How can this form be implemented to promote reuse? 

A. As a page tempate that multiple Pages can be based upon  
B. as a page fragment that can be usedformultiple task flows  
C. as a ospx page containing a form with input components 
D. ospxpage contained within a module 
E. as a page fragment that contains an af:document tag 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 84 
For an employee view object, you have defined a view criteria to show only U.S 
employees, you already have an ADF Faces table displaying data from employees 
view object. How would you design the page to display a query panel on the page that 
will allow the end user to select view criteria and filter the existing Employees table 
on the page? 

A. Drag the view criteria as a query panel. 
B. Drag the view criteria to the existing table and select query panel with table. 
C. Drag the view criteria as a query panel, and then set the ID property of the query 
panel to reference the table. 
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D. Drag the view criteria as a query panel, and then set the ResultcomponentId 
property of the query component to reference the table. 
E. Drag the view criteria as a query panel, and then set the Model property of the 
query component to reference the table binding. 
F. Drag the view criteria as a query panel, and then set the value property of the query 
component to reference the table binding. 

Answer: D 

Reference: 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/web.1111/b31974/web_search_bc.htm#CIHIJF
 
C H(topic 26.2) 


QUESTION: 85 

How is the view activities in a bounded task flow used when dropped onto a page?
 

A. as page fragments that are rendered within a region 
B. as. jspx pages that contain task flow calls 
C. as page fragments that contain an f:view tag 
D. as . jsff pages that are rendered within a module 
E. as a .jspx page that is defined as a template 

Answer: A 

Reference: 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/web.1111/b31974/taskflows_regions.htm(topic 

17.1, second paragraph) 


QUESTION: 86 

A view link defines a basic master-detail relationship between two view objects. 

Which three masters detail hierarchy’s can you achieve by creating more view links? 


A. multilevel master-detail-detail  
B. multilevel detail-master-master  
C. detail with multiple masters 
D. master with multiple (peer) details 

Answer: A, C, D 
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Reference: 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/web.1111/b31974/bcquerying.htm(topic 5.6.3;
 
in a note) 


QUESTION: 87 

What three statements are correct about task flow control flows? 


A. A control flow would typically be initiated from a button or link that is being 
clicked. 
B. A view activity can be the source for many control flow rules. 
C. A Control flow can exist between a view activity and a method call. 
D. The definition of control flows for a page are stored in the page backing bean. 
E. The name of a control flow must match the name of the view activity to which it 
navigates. 

Answer: A, C, E 

QUESTION: 88 
What type of reusable component is being described here? “They define reusable 
skeletons which are available to be extended, and therefore, cannot be run on their 
own. They can be based on another reusable component of same type. To reuse 
mechanisms are provided: by copy and by reference” 

A. Application modules 
B. Page templates 
C. Task flow templates 
D. Task flows 
E. Declarative components 

Answer: D 

Reference: 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/developer-tools/adf/learnmore/oracle-adf-11g-
primer-154277.pdf(page 9) 
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